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Casey Fields – AVON Tyres Handicap – October 3
rd

Race report

The postponed Avon Tyres Handicap was on again and run in
typical Casey Fields conditions.  The format for the day; an
hour of graded scratch races with the first four, plus two of the
bunch captains choice, to go through to a three lap – 6k,
handicapped final.

Sixty-five intrepid members braving the atypical easterly wind
in their quest for a place in the handicap final.  The wind not
only making it difficult along the back straight and ensuring
that individual breakaways were not going to be a feature of
the preliminary rounds but it also brought the adenoid-
cleansing aroma of Dynamic Lifter™ from the fields.

Expectations as to the way the heats would evolve were pretty
much met, no solo efforts, everybody doing all they could to
stay in the shelter of the many, those separated from the group
destined to go home early or battle it out alone.  There were no
expectations for the final but it was to prove a great race, with
limit being caught in the last fifty metres, and most marks
represented in the final results, Graeme Parker again showed
his ability to handicap our races.

It was also good to see all of the ladies who turned up to the
introductory day last week return this week, even if one was
just there to support her partner (c'mon Chriss, bring your bike
next time). And for the most part the gentlemen in the club
were on their best behaviour.

a-grade (Damian Burke)

The Race:

Nine starters greeted the departure gate and rolled off.  A few
light attacks early with Tony, Rob & Trevor at various stages
opening their legs up and putting some sweat on the brow of
the followers.  The Easterly wind played havoc with lines on
the corner of the Club room straight, and all riders reluctant to
do any turns in the back straight.

At the 20-minute mark Tony, resplendent with new white
wheels, and in full compliance with Euro Cyclist Code of
Conduct, put the first big test down, Rob & Trevor quickly
jumped across closely followed by Damian, Stephen & the
rest.  Thorkild with his first a-grade ride of the season showed
he was comfortable in the early stages seemingly bridging
some gaps quite comfortably as did Peter Castillo and Paul
Wilson.  This was the pattern, despite the fact that Trevor

(twice), Rob (at least twice) and Tony all played cat and mouse
variously jumping or chasing hard in an effort to shake the rest
and secure a ride in the final the race stayed together for the first
half - and then a bit.

Highlight of this period was Rob giving Tony, Phil & Damian an
unintentional hook along the back straight corner that had
Damian & Phil thinking about reaching for the cardiac
resuscitation unit.

At the 45-minute mark it got serious, Tony put a huge lap in
which Rob, and Damian covered with Trevor & Stephen, the
remaining three finally succumbing to the continual attacks.  A
couple of hard laps as all swapped though then Tony attacked
again, Damian chased the gap and established the cause of the
confusion; Tony & Rob thought only 4 went into the final ... 4
into the final plus 2 … given we had 6 it was all we needed so …
it was a case of steady as she goes, careful not to spend our
pennies on the wrong investment.  However the passing of other
grades made it difficult to establish routine whilst we lapped out
the remainder, just riding tempo and getting the lay of the wind
for the final.  On the bell lap a minor flutter down the back when
Tony’s front wheel blew with a bang to wake the dead, and he
held it upright & rode in to take the 6th spot in the final.  The
remaining five rolled across the line to the audible comments of
“that was an anti climax” from the spectators, but the A-Team
had bigger fish to fry … or so we hoped (was that a plan?  I love
it when a plan comes together - ed.).

The Chase:

On the start line Big Steven Ross got a trifle anxious as his
gearing wouldn’t sit, he dropped his chain and became a bit
flustered, a quiet “Don’t panic, you have time, just relax &
breath” comment from Damian (the devil - ed.) on his shoulder
and the team was ready.

From the gun Damian hit hard to lead through the first corner
with Tony coming across to take second wheel , the wind playing
havoc into the first turn as Damian opened a gap on the rest and
had to hold back until they caught up.

Short sharp rolling turns were the order of the day, down the back
straight with the tail wind, speeds well into the 50’s and Steven
starting to struggle on the front but pounding the pedals to keep
the pace as high as possible.  First taste of the big headwind up
the back straight with 150 meter turns from Rob & Tony, the
strong men, then 100 meters ones from Trevor, Damian & Phil
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next and Steven hanging on for his life.  Through the finish
line no perceptible closure on b-grade but we could see
something happening, perhaps the wind taking its toll, or
maybe the adrenalin beginning to run out & lactic acid began
to bite.

Through the second lap, with b-grade caught at the half way
point of the race, a few shouts of be careful, hold straight and
the a-grade bunch were mostly through and onto the front with
the shouts of the b-graders to hold on to them ringing in our
ears.  Sharp turns up front, no b-graders feeling confident to
commit to the chase, or perhaps their cunning plan being
revealed … a-grade on the front (now sans Steven) went up
through the finish line to the sound of the bell and the sight of
the out markers going like the proverbial scalded felines.

Past the clubroom & Tony slightly overcooked the corner with
the huge tail wind and washed off some speed causing Damian
to hit the brakes & pray he wouldn’t scratch his new bike.  Out
of the corner and a flicker of concern went through the leaders
that the out makers might stay away.  Damian buried himself
on the short stretch into the headwind, back past the finish line
and down the back, deep into the hairpin corner with the
computer showing 55 and the heart rate monitor well into the
black (dead?) zone.  Damian’s effort bringing the a/b and c
groups together, though with still much to do up the back
straight but at last the hares were within touching distance.

After Damian’s turn Rob, Phil, Trevor & Tony hit the
afterburners weaving through the hard charging front markers
down the back straight and into the finishing corner gathering
many but with still a few to catch.  From his bootstraps Rob
dragged something and with Phil, glued, nailed bolted and
generally hanging on his rear wheel, they roared past the last
of the outriders with about 100 meters to go.  A-grade
knackered & exhausted (well handicapped Graeme) finishing
1st, 2nd, 7th & 15th.

b-grade

It wasn’t a day for heroics, it was going to be a day for
survival.  The ideal; shed a couple in the first half-hour then
get into a break of six with the ability to work together and
stay away.  The probable; every break chased down and a
bunch sprint to decide the final.  Looking around the start line
there were possibilities but there were also enough capable of
hanging on that the probable was the most likely.

The heroics started early with Ben Schofield jumping on the
second lap and spending the better part of the next two
kilometres in his own company.  John Pritchard didn’t let the
conditions interfere with his race plan either, launching a sortie
of his own a lap after Ben returned to the fold.  John also
spending around a lap alone before revising his ideals.

Ian Smith countered John’s return, one Bicycle Super Store
replacing another raising the suspicion that there may have
been some pre-race discussions.  Ian’s time alone not long, a
speculator seeking to join him and have a go, prompting the
bunch to take the move seriously and bring it back.  Ben,
sensing that help was there to be had, had another go but all his
help achieved was to drag the rest of the bunch back up.  A
few moves through the bunch by the blue and yellow clad

riders adding to the speculation that there was something afoot –
nothing eventuated though.

With around half the race duration under the schwable’s the other
Ian set about trying to shake the chaff from the sheaf.  Ian Milner
initiating a couple of moves over the next couple of laps that
raised some interest, the first not that interesting but subsequent
journeys off the front attracting followers.  But with enough in the
bunch capable of hanging on each effort to establish a break
resulted in a mass response that had it all back together.

The inability to get a break established seemed to suck the wind
from the sails and the mood swung to one of resignation.

One last effort by John Pritchard in the closing stages ran into the
back of a very pedestrian a-grade, John skipping by only to pull
up when he heard the calls from the b-grade bunch.  Confusion as
to whether it was right to pass the elite or not.  An executive
decision (and maybe a hand in the back) had b-grade through and
back together again.  Only to get the bell a lap and a half later as
the clock showed an hour completed, unfortunately the board held
by the officials read ‘D’.

With d-grade on their hips Nigel Kimber dragged the bunch
around in an effort to give the lower grade space to race their own
race.  Nigel’s reward, the b-bell next time through, that was
Nigel’s race run, swinging up as the race turned into the last two
kilometres, allowing the bunch through and retiring to the back to
observe the finish.  Fatigue making the finish a bit of a blur, but it
was all but Nigel and Ian Milner who rounded the last corner
together to descend on the line like a red-clinker brick, the
officials having their work cut out to separate the place getters.

Leigh Bailey, Darren Darling, Kev Starr and Rob Truscott all
qualifying on their position and the captain rewarding the next
two through, Anthony Gullace and Rob Harris getting the nod for
the final.

c-grade

No report.

d-grade  (Mal Jones)

Ugh! That just about describes the feeling pulling into the car
park at Casey Fields on Saturday and seeing the conditions.  Yep,
more wind, but this time coming from a direction 180 degrees
from the usual that had it blowing up the back straight, and
providing very little assistance on any other part of the track.

Hmmm, it looked like it would be a day the smaller blokes would
be spending time trying to hide behind the bigger blokes!

Thirteen riders lined up in the yellow caps for the d-grade race,
the only notable absentees being regulars Peter Mackie and
Andrew Buchanan.

Perhaps, given the conditions the rest were to face, they knew
something the rest of us didn’t?

From the start, it was obvious that the pace was going to be a real
test to see who could keep up to hopefully finish in the top 4 and
automatically qualify for the Avon Tyres Handicap 3-lap final.



The final 2 places would be given at the bunch captain’s (in
this case, big Dean Niclasen) discretion.

For the first part of the journey, everyone was encouraged to
take their turn at the front.  A regular rotation of riders saw
most go through, with an early burst put on by new rider
Charles Frisch.  Little interest was shown and he quickly came
back to the pack as the wind took its toll.

For the better part of half an hour the routine was do a quick
stint at the front and then let someone else take over – the
trouble was the turns seemed to come around quicker and
quicker as the race wore on.  Something to do with the fact that
the pace hadn’t really slowed down, and neither had the wind!

Some heavy breathing coming from within the bunch signaled
the stress level was increasing as the riders began to drop off.

At the 40-plus minute mark Mal Jones pulled to the infield
suffering a sore back (renovating injury thank you!) and called
it a day.  Not long afterwards Graham Parker also pulled in, a
sore knee finishing his race.

The remaining 10 or so riders circulated for a few more laps
before a hard charging breakaway exploded the field.  The
Robinson brothers, Brett and Matt (back on talking terms after
the sledging between the pair following Matt’s non-appearance
after preliminary final day), Dean Niclasen and Gary LeRoy
simply blew the field apart within the space of a lap and left
the rest gasping for breath.

In a staged finish reminiscent of a famous day at Bathurst
many years ago, the bunch of four stayed together for the last
few laps and rode across the line 4 abreast to take the flag and
automatic qualification for the final.

Jake Jodlowski had a lonely ride into fifth place, while Sam
Bruzzese came in for sixth. The pair was awarded the last 2
d-grade places in the 3 lap final (much to the delight of several
of the other d-grade riders…).

e-grade

No report.

f-grade

With six starters and six to qualify there was no decision to be
made, the hour was to be a practice session.  One amongst the
half dozen missed the pre-race meeting and opted to use the
first lap to up the heart rate and warm the legs.  A look over
the shoulder and a taste of the headwind along the back
straight and it was back to the bunch for the wayward
individual.

Despite Ronnie's efforts to keep a lid on the pace Catrin Harris
lost the wheel in front and very quickly went backwards as the
race turned East.  Catrin watching her first race slip away into
the distance and her first time race-buddy Carol Ross hanging
on to the disappearing bunch.   Catrin destined to determinedly
complete the race in her own time.

A couple of laps later Carol met a similar fate to Catrin, a couple
of inches lost under the conditions quickly becoming a couple of
metres and Catrin was left to complete the race in her own time,
determined to not be lapped before race end.

The remaining four continued to circulate, swapping off turns to
preserve the legs and to get a bit of practice in for the final.
Catrin was lapped around mid-race but rode the race out and if it
weren’t for a rush of blood by Brian Farrell, Carol would not
have been.  A decision to get the heart rate up in the last half-mile
picking up the bunch speed and seeing Carol passed a couple of
metres from her bell.

Handicap

The four e-grade riders sat on the line for what must have seemed
an interminably long time as the equi-numerous f-grade bunch
made there way into the first lap, taking their time to get
organised, an overenthusiastic Clive Wright having to sit up to
allow the others to catch up.  By the time the four e-graders were
released 30 seconds later Clive, Ronnie and Brian were organised
and Petra Niclasen was beginning to struggle with the pace being
set, a pace that saw f-grade put time into their immediate
pursuers.

By the time the d-grade contingent were under-way forty-seconds
later the pressure had already told on the e-grade bunch, splitting
it down the middle.  And by the time b-grade were racing the
limit riders were battling the wind along the back straight for the
first time.  Twenty seconds later the last half-dozen were on the
track and it was on for one and all.

Along the back straight f-grade were down to three, the wind
dragging Petra off the back. The trailing e-grade pair were
quickly picked up by the d-grade bunch and by the time the
a-grade bunch had completed their first lap they’d halved the gap
to the group ahead.

As the a-grade bunch headed for the big downwind run for the
second time they were within twenty metres of b-grade but as the
lower grade turned to windward they moved away - capture was
postponed, delayed till the loop at half race distance.  As the
higher marks fought their battle the three remaining f-grade riders
worked together into the wind for the second time holding the
length of the back-straight on a well functioning c-grade; d-grade
and the remaining two e-graders in between.

Early into the last lap limit still had a good lead over the race and
looked like they may be able to hold off all comers and scoop the
podium, the last two e-graders were integrated into the d-grade
bunch and the combined a/b group were flying, the lower grade
riders staying out of the rotation allowing the scratchies to
continue working.

As the race leaders headed downwind for the last time it looked
good for them, but a determined effort by the scratch riders along
the same section a handful of seconds later saw them swarm over
the c-grade bunch and take some serious time out of the leaders.
Also to limit’s detriment Ronnie was unable to continue to
contribute and as the little group started the last couple of



hundred metres it was down to two with Clive doing most of
the driving.

Into the wind for the last time and another effort from scratch
saw the gap closed even more and it was looking likely to
come together on the line.  The combined d & e bunch were
caught at the end of the long straight just leaving the limit pair
like a couple of rabbits in the headlights struggling up the little
incline to the finish.

A wall of riders descended on Bran and Clive and it was going
to take a super-human effort to stay the capture, an effort that

was not forthcoming and as the wave crashed down on the
hapless pair a lone rider managed to find a path through and move
clear on the right – Phil Thompson.  Shadowing Phil was Rob
Amos and as the distance to the line decreased so did Phil’s lead
until ten metres from the line the order was reversed.  Over the
line it was Rob, Phil, then the wall.  The camera being sought to
separate the remaining place getters.

Another excellent job of handicapping that saw all with a chance.

Results

Mark Mark Mark

1
st Rob Amos Scr 6

th Matt Robinson 1min 11
th Rob Truscott 20sec

2
nd Phil Thompson Scr 7

th Trevor Coulter Scr 12
th Gary LeRoy 1min

3
rd Darren Darling 20sec 8

th Anthony Gullace 20sec 13
th Neil Cartledge 40sec

4
th Leigh Bailey 20sec 9

th Kevin Starr 20sec 14
th Brett Robinson 1min

5
th Rob Harris 20sec 10

th Darren Smith 40sec 15
th Tony Chandler Scr

Officials
Thanks to Graeme Parker and Ron Stranks who were on the desk taking entries, to Graeme for an excellent job of handicapping.
Keith Bowen, Malcolm Hayse, Ian Jones and James Hobbs deserve thanks also for helping out on the day.  Also thanks to Richard
Dobson who manages the duty roster and ensures we have enough people on the day for our races, to JC Wilson who brought the
trailer along and Ian Smith who was on hand with the drinks.
Note : Members rostered for marshal or traffic control duties must be at the circuit at least one hour before the scheduled start

time to assist with the setting up of the course.  (but bring your bike, you just never know)

Eastern Vets Program

Saturday October 10 2:00pm Yarra Junction Club Championships

Saturday October 17 2:00pm Steels Creek Royce Bennet memorial handicap

Saturday October 24 2:00pm Killara Rd Graded Scratch Races

Monday October 26 8:00pm Maroondah Club General Meeting

Saturday October 31 2:00pm Graded Scratch Races

Tuesday Oct
Nov

20, 27
3, 24

6:00pm METEC Graded Scratch Races
Note : No entry to circuit before 5:00pm

Wednesday 10:00am The Loop – Yarra Boulevard Scratch Races + post race coffee

Note : Graded Scratch Race entries are accepted on the day up to 15 minutes before the advertised race start time.
* Handicap entries close the Tuesday before the race.  Riders entering a handicap MUST pay the entry fee regardless of
   participation.  Fees are due on race day, entrants will NOT be allowed to start in any EVCC race until fees have been
   paid.
No late entries will be accepted for either scratch races or handicaps.  Entries to handicaps can be submitted via e-mail to
the handicapper or on any race day prior to the event.

Northern Vets Program
Sunday October 11 10:00am Avenal Rd (Seymour) Vin Nuttall handicap (64k)

Sunday October 18 9:30am South Gisborne Graded Scratch Races

Sunday October 25 10:00am East Trentham Pig & Whistle handicap (44k)

Sunday November 1 TBA National Boulevard, Campbelfield NVCA, Criterium Series, Race 1.
(pre-entry only, entries close 18/10)

Gippsland Vets Program
Sunday October 11 10:00am Kernot (Melways 512 S10) 46k scratch races

Victorian Veterans Cycling Council Program
Sunday October 24 10:00am Camperdown Bill Long Camperdown to Warrnambool 19/10 - $20

Note : Entries are to be on the appropriate VVCC Open entry form (available on VVCC website) and are to be accompanied by
the requisite fee.



Other Results, etc.:

For your calendar

Date Location Event

11/10/2009 Ballarat Herald Sun Tour Challenge (AGF benefiting charity)
- http://www.heraldsuntour.com.au/index.php?id=264

18/10/2009 Melbourne Around the Bay in a Day.

3/1/2010 Geelong Amy’s Ride

- http://www.amygillett.org.au
24/1/2010 Bright Audax Alpine Classic

- http://audax.org.au/public/

7/3/2010 Falls Creek BV - Alpine attack, 230k.  Registrations open 1/9/2009 - $150
- www.bv.com.au/great-rides/42359

13-14/3/2010 Mansfield SCODY High Country Cycle Challenge

- http://www.bikevents.com.au
27/3/2010 Torquay Great Ocean & Otway Classic Ride

- http://www.supersprint.com.au/

Northern v Eastern (Waren Smith (Northern))

We had exactly 100 riders turn up to National Boulevard today – 63 from Eastern and 37 from Northern – for 2 hours of great
racing between both clubs. We knew the Northern riders would be up against it when a few of the fields had them outnumbered
about 5 to 1, but the spirit of the day was such that nobody really cared about that, and we were all in it for the fun and
camaraderie that is usual for any National Boulevard crit race. First of all, thanks must go to Tony Curulli for pushing us to run
this event, and to Keith Bowen, Graham Parker, and Matt White for supporting it behind the scenes. Secondly, we need to thank
the workers on the day: Rod Goodes and Russell Miller the corner duties; Kate Marshall looked after entries; Tony Zanella driving
the barbecue; and Chooka, Bill Sandilands, Norm Creed and Frank Lees contributed their usual support to making the event run
smoothly. I’d like also to thank Dean Stewart (2009 Benghazi winner) for offering to help judge the first three races – he did the
almost unachievable and got the whole finishing order for us!

Anyway, to the bike race….

Division 6 had 13 riders, which amazingly was one the smaller Div 6 fields we’ve had for a few months – but the quality of racing
outweighed the quantity of riders. Several riders took a turn driving the pace at the front, but we didn’t see any lasting break
aways. A few riders were very eager for the bell at about the 40 minute mark, so we can only guess what kind of surging was
happening up the back straight. Under obvious instructions, Andy Lui (N) delivered a long lead out for his team mates, but in the
end Jeff Smith from Eastern was too strong in the sprint, leaving a fast finishing Henry Brown (N) in his wake. Third went to an
un-named mystery rider with a number that had no name against it….we still don’t know who it was! Fourth was the powerful Ian
Jones (E), and fifth was an excellent ride by new member Evelyn Kloes (N). Good safe racing by all concerned, and very little
between the head and tail of the field. Points: Eastern 7; Northern 5 (3 points for the mystery rider subtracted)

Eighteen riders graced the 5th Division with 11 from Eastern and 7 from Northern. Despite the disparity in numbers, much of the
pace was dictated early by Northern with Tony DeGroot and Ian Buckingham at the front of the field. This bunch must have been
averaging well beyond mid-30’s kmh because their lap times were consistently under 3 minutes for the 1.7km circuit. The bunch
kept fairly tightly together with no one able to make a sustainable break – despite many trying. On the bell lap, much jockeying for
position had a very tight sprint in store for us, and in the end it was 1965 Austral Wheel winner Kenton Smith (E) who outsprinted
Richard Haughton (N) for the win. In 3rd was brand new member (on the day) Damien Breed (N), and 4th was Charles Lethbridge
(E). Barry Rogers (E) was an unlucky 5th after not quite getting to fully unwind his brilliant finishing speed. Points: Eastern 8;
Northern 7 (Close one)

Division 4 had 15 riders with a somewhat imbalanced ratio of 12:3 in Eastern’s favour. Needless to say, this was going to be a big
ask for Ollie Kelly, Greg Dight and Albert Rain! Where were all your Division 4 club mates? Surely not scared off by the Eastern
onslaught? Anyway, we also had the Eastern Handicapper Graham Parker in this race, so we expected that the Eastern boys might
be on their best (if not charitable) behaviour. It was in this race that we had one of the two big breakaways for the day, with Matt
Robinson and John Thompson– both from Eastern – breaking well away from the bunch, sneaking what looked like at least half a
lap, and riding brilliantly to a one-two with Matt winning the sprint fairly comfortably in the end. The bunch sprint for third was
always going to be fairly exciting, with Ollie Kelly (N) going just at the right time, but pushing a very big gear that just started to
bog down in the last 50m. This allowed the fast finishing Graham Parker (E) to sneak past for third, towing Neil Cartledge (E) in



for 4th. Ollie still ended up getting a strong 5th and was just followed in by Greg Dight who upheld the honour of Northern in
what must have been a tough race! Points: Eastern 14; Northern 1 (Ouch!!)

Division 3 was a little more balanced with 10 riders from Eastern and 6 from Northern. Both clubs have some strong riders in this
grade, and when most of the race had seen Div 2 and Div 3 riding within 25 meters of each other, we wondered why we didn’t
make it one big division of 40 riders! In the end, we had to ring the bell on these guys even though they were mixed with the
“green hats” and it seemed to finally get them separated. The race had seen a lot of activity off the front, and most were looking
pretty grateful for the last lap signal, but the bell came for Div 2 first, so there was some disappointment and some confusion about
who was finishing first. When the time came, we had a big bunch sprint with just about everyone in line for a placing, but in the
end it was Jason Fowler (N) just too strong for Greg Lipple (E). In third was Grant Greenhalgh (E) and Gary Williams (N) just
beat home Chris Norbury (E) for 4th and 5th respectively. Special congratulations to Jason as this was his first competitive ride for
Northern, and clearly he is destined for bigger things! Eastern 8; Northern 7 (So close!!)

Division 2 had our biggest field of 20 riders with 13 from Eastern and 7 from Northern, so we were looking forward to some team
tactics coming into play. What actually happened, though, was that Rob Harris (E) and Darryn Howard (N) architected a 2 man
break from very early in the race, and respective teams let them fight it out for the rest of the race. Both worked solidly all race,
and ended up sneaking a half mile lead on the bunch – so the result was never in doubt, except as to who would win the sprint.
Rob has an excellent sprint, and in the final lap he managed to outrun Darryn down the straight for a very impressive win. This
was voted unanimously as the RIDE OF THE DAY by the appointed judging panel of Norm Creed and Bill Sandilands, and Rob
may have to slip into Div 1 next time we see him at National Boulevard. Darryn’s ride was no less spectacular since he has barely
ridden a kilometre in the last few months and instead has done a massive amount of gym work – just goes to show we don’t
necessarily need a load of junk miles to ride well! While these two overshadowed the rest, there was a very interesting sprint for
the other placings, with everyone lining up to do their best to snatch remaining points. I was held up talking to the local plod just
as one of the best sprint finishes was occurring – damn! I though Ray Rhodes (N) might have got up (and said so in the
presentations) but I think it may have been Tony Curulli (E) instead for a close third place. 5th was definitely Ben Schofield from
Eastern, and apologies for being a bit vague about finishing order….we don’t often deal with fields this large! Eastern 9; Northern
6

The final race was the A grade group, and this was where we had a ratio of 13:4 in favour of Eastern! We all felt a bit sorry for the
Northern riders but early on, it appeared that they might carry off a good result, with first Tom McDonough getting away with
Jamie Goodard, and then Peter Ferrie go fairly active as well. A group of four got away for a while in the second half of the race,
but they were reined in again before the last stanza. Once again, my enjoyment of the race was disrupted by a visiting policeman,
so I can’t report accurately on what happened in the race. In the finish, though, there was a ridiculously dominant sprint by Jamie
Goddard (E) who won by a good 10-15 meters against a good field of Division 1 riders. Damian Burke (E) had complained of
jelly legs before the race, but he had enough to come home a strong second in front of Northern’s Peter Ferrie in third. David Holt
sprinted hard for a good 4th and David Anderson made a welcome return to National Boulevard for 5th. Eastern 12; Northern 3 (A
big ouch! We need more A Grade riders!)

Overall, the Eastern Vets won the Challenge Trophy by a margin of 58 points to 29 – a fitting result that Northern will try to
redress next time! Northern would like to thank the fantastic turn out from Eastern and look forward to seeing as many of you as
possible at the November Criterium Series. To enter, just go to November Criterium Series Online Entry or to the home page of
our website.

*******************


